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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
1-1. General'. 
. A comparative study of the algebraic constants involved in the 
analysis of rectangular, planar grids loaded normal to their plane is 
presented. Three classes of constants are considered: 
(a) slope-deflection constants 
(b) moment distribution constants 
(c) carry-over constants. 
The relationships and the application are explained and a procedure of 
analysis is described. 
1-2. Historical Background 
The introduction of slope-deflection equations to the analysis of· 
rectangular grids is being credited to Szego (1), Marcus (2) and Beyer 
(3). Recently a restatement of this application was recorded by Martin 
and Hernandez (4). The study of planar grids by the numerical moment 
distribution method was reported by Ferguson (5). Lothers (6). Reddy 
and Jaeger (7). The carry-over moment procedure was developed by 
Tuma (8) and presented in his lectures. 
1-3. Statement of the Problem. 
· A rectangular. planar grid acted on by loads perpendicular to 
1 
its plane is considered. The cross section of the straight members 
forming this grid are constant or variable. The joints of the grid are 
rigid joints, free to rotate and to displace. The exterior points of the 
grid are free, simply supported or fixed. Loads are stationary, or 
moving loads of constant or variable magnitude. The supports rest on 
rigid or elastic foundation. 
1-4. Limitation of the Problem. 
The analysis is based on the following assumptions: 
(a) Material of the structure is homogeneous. isotropic, and 
continuous. 
(b) All deformations are small and elastic. 
(c) Material follows Hooke's Law. 
(d) Modulus of elasticity and of rigidity are known numbers. 
(e) Modulus of elasticity in tension and in compression is the 
same number. 
1-5. Sign.Convention. 
2 
All analytical values (geometric quantities, forces, moments, 
deflections and slopes) are related to a set of orthogonal. coordinate 
axes · X , Y , Z and they are positive if acting in the positive direction 
on these axes. 
1-6. Nomenclature. 
All symbols are· defined where they first appear and they are 
rearranged alphabetically in the list of symbols. 
+Z 
~HAFTER II 
SLOPE DEFLECTION METHOD 
2- 1. Deformation. Equations. 
A rectangular, planar grid loaded as shown in Fig. 2-1 is con-
sidered. 
Fig. 2-1 
Rectangular Grid 
The initially planar grid deforms into an elastic surface defined 
by the elastic curve of each member. The end deformations. of each 
member are the vertical displacements A's and the angular rotations 
O's • The mathematical relationships between loads, end moments, 
3 
end forces and end deformations· are known as the slope deflection 
. equations. 
The moment slope-deflection equations for the members of joint 
j (Fig. 2-2) are recorded in Table 2-1. The fonce slope-deflection 
equations for the same members are recorded in Table 2-2. From 
these tables the following observations are being made: 
(A) End Moments 
(1) Each member has two types of end moments: 
(a) flexural moments 
(b) torsional moments. 
(2) Each end moment is designated by the symbol M and three 
subscripts, identifying the near end, the far end and the axis 
or rotation, respectively. 
(3) Each end flexural moment consists of three partial moments: 
(a) angular displacement moment M(O) 
(b) linear displacement moment M(A) 
(c) moment due to loads M(W) . 
(4) Each end torsional moment consists of two parts only: 
M(O) (a} angular displacement moment 
(b) moment due to loads M{W) 
(B) End Forces 
(1) Each member has one type of end force called end shears. 
(2) Each end shear is designated by the symbol V and three 
4 
subscripts identifying the near end, the far end and the direc- · 
tion of the end force, respectively. 
(3) Each end shear consists of three partial shears: 
(a) Angular displacement shear y(O) . 
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Fig. 2-2 
Members of Joint j 
C11 
(b) Linear displacement shear v(A) .. 
(c) Shear due to loads y(W) . 
(C) End Deformations 
(1) Each joint undergoes three deformations 
(a) two rotations (8) 
(b) one deflection (A) 
measured in the direction of respective axes. 
(2) Each deformation is identified by two subscripts. The first 
6 
subscript designates the end and the second one the direction. 
The direction subscript of deflection is omitted to simplify 
the typing of the text. 
2-2. Elastic Constants. 
In addition to moment-, force-, and deformation~symbols, a 
group of elastic constants is being utilized in the moment- and force-
equations recorded in Tables 2-1 and -2. These constants derived by 
means of special conditions are recorded in Tables 2-3, -4, -5, -6, 
" 
-7, -8, -9, -10. 
2-3. Joint Equilibrium. 
Each joint of the grid offers three conditions of compatibility and 
three conditions of static equilibrium. The compatibility conditions 
already utilized in Tables 2-1, -2 are: "Rotations and deflections of 
all member ends connected at a given rigid joint are the same with 
t t • • II respec o a given runs. 
j 
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Equilibrium.of 
z.:. Shears at j 
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TABLE 2-1 END MOMENT SLOPE DEFLECTION EQUATIONS 
Member "ij Member mj 
M.. = + K .. fJ. + CK .. fJ. +FM .. lJX lJX lX . JlX JX lJX 
M . = + K . fJ + CK. fJ. - S . (A -A.) 
mJx mJX mx Jmx JX mJX m J 
M .. =+K .. fJ . +CK .. fJ. +FM .. JlX JlX JX lJX lX JlX + FMmjx 
M.. = + K .. fJ. + CK .. fJ . + S . . (A.-A .) 1Jy lJY 1y JlY JY lJY 1 J M. = + K. fJ . + CK . fJ - S. (A -A.) JmX JmX JX mJX mx JmX m J 
+ FMijy + FMjmx 
M.. = + K .. fJ. +CK .. fJ. + S .. (A . -A .) 
- .J1y JlY JY 1Jy 1y JlY 1 J 
M . = + K . fJ + CK . fJ. + FM 
mJy mJy my Jmy JY mJy 
+ FM .. 
JlY 
M. = + K. fJ. + CK . fJ + FM. 
·' Jmy Jmy JY mJy my Jmy 
• Member jk Member jn 
M.kx = + K.k fJ. + CK . fJkx + FM .kx J J X JX --kJX J 
M. = + K. fJ . + CK . fJ - S. (A .-A ) Jnx Jnx JX nJx nx Jnx J n 
Mk . = + Kk. fJkx + CK.k fJ. + FMk. JX JX J X JX JX + FMjnx 
M.k = + K.k fJ . + CK . fJk + S.k (A.-Ak) J Y J Y JY -KJY Y J y J 
M . = + K . fJ + CK. fJ. - S . (A.-A ) IlJX IlJX nx JllX JX IlJX J n 
+ FM.k J y + FMnjx 
Mk . = + K_ . fJk + CK.k fJ. + Sk. (A.-Ak) JY -KJY Y J Y JY JY J M . = + K. fJ. + CK . fJ + FM . Jny Jny JY nJy ny Jny 
+FMk . JY 
M . = + K . fJ + CK. fJ. + FM . 
nJy nJy ny Jny JY nJy 
co 
TABLE 2-2 END FORCE SLOPE DEFLECTION EQUATIONS 
Member ij Member mj 
V.; =+S .. e. +S .. e. +T .. (A.-A.)-:-·~·c-.1. V. =-S. e -s. e. +T j (A -A.)+ lJZ lJY 1y JlY JY lJ' 1 J .... T'··; mJz mJx mx Jmx JX m :z m J · ·· 
+ FVijz + FVmjz 
v.. = - s .. e. - s .. e. - T .. (A.-A.) 
JlZ JlY JY lJY 1y JlJ 1 J 
V. = + S. fJ. + S .. fJ - T. (A -A.) Jmz Jmx JX mJX mx Jm~ m J 
-fr FV .. 
-·· JlZ + FVjmz 
Member jk Member jn 
V 'k = +S.k e. + sk. ek + T 'k (A.-Ak) J z . J Y JY JY Y J ~-- J V. = - S. e. - S . fJ +-T. (A.-A ) JilZ JilX JX IlJX nx JilZ J n 
+ FV.k J z + FVjn:z; 
vk. = - sk. ek - s.k e. - Tk. (A.-Ak) J z JY Y J Y JY J:Z J V . = + s . e + s. e. - T . (A.-A ) IlJZ IlJX nx JilX JX IlJZ J n 
+ FVk. JZ + FV njz 
co 
·< 
TABLE 2-3 
Beam 
Conditions. 
e. = +1 
IX 
e. = o 
JX 
e. = o 1y 
e. ;::, o 
JY 
( 1)_ M .. -CK .. 
JlX lJX 
A.= O 
1 
A.= O 
J 
Torsional Load = O 
Flexural Load = 0 
Angular Stiffness Factors 
a) General Form 
(1) -M .. - K .. 
lJX lJX 
MP) = CK ... 
JlX lJX 
v~~) = 0 
. lJZ 
b) Algebraic Form - I Variable 
K .. 
lJX 
CK .. 
lJX 
= f 
1 
du G.r 
X 
J 
1 
du 
G.f 
X 
CONDITION 1 
M~~) = O 
IJY 
MP) = 
. JIY 
0 
(1) v .. = 0 
JlZ 
c) Algebraic Form· - .• I Constant 
K .. 
lJX 
CK .. 
lJX 
G.J 
- X 
- -r-
GJ 
oc 
= - --r;-
The limits of all integrals in this table are from i to j 
unless noted otherwise. 
I-' 
0 
TABLE· 2-4 
Beam 
Conditions 
e. = o lX 
·e. =+1 JX . 
, .. 
·e. = o 1y 
e. = o 
JY 
A.= O 
1 
A.= O 
J 
Torsional Load = O 
Flexural Load = 0 
. Angular Stiffness Factors 
a) General Form 
(2) - M~~) = M .. - CK .. lJX JlX lJY 
M(2) = ·K M(~) = jix jix JlY 
v~~) = 0 . (2) = v .. lJZ JlZ 
b)_Afgebraic form - 1 Variable 
K .. -JlX 
CK .. 
JlX 
1 
r~x 
I 
1 
dv 
GJ· 
X 
( 
c) Algebraic Form - I Constant 
K .. 
JlX 
CK .. JlX 
GJ 
- X 
- -y;-
GJ· 
X 
= - -y;-
CONDITION 2 
0 
0 
0 
The limits of all integrals in this table are from i to j 
unless noted otherwise. 
,.... 
,.... 
TABLE 2-5 
Beam 
--
Conditions 
e. = o lX 
,(), = 0 
JX 
e. = o 1y 
e. = o 
JY 
(3)_ M .. -FM .. 
~JlX 
A.. = 0 
1 
A.. = 0 
J 
Torsional Load = -:Qux 
Flexural Load = 0 
I Fixed End Moments 
a) General Form 
(3) -M .. - FM .. lJX lJX 
(3) M:. = FM .. JlX JlX 
v .. lJZ = 0 
b) Algebraic Form - I Variable 
FMijx 
FM .. x Jl 
= 
l ~v Qux m-
. J X J ~x Qux;lk~ 
1 · x = - ____ ..;_ 
J c1Jx 
M~~) = 
. 'lJY 
M~~) = 
JlY 
v .. JlZ = 
c) Algebraic Form - I Constant 
~ FMijx 
FMjix 
V 
= -QuxL 
u 
= - ~I, 
CONDITION 3 
0 
0 
0 
The limit s of all integrals in'- this table are from i to j 
unless noted otherwise. 
~ 
I:\:) 
TABLE 2-6 CONDITION 4 
1--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~;--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~·-
Beam j Angular Stiffness Factors 
M(4)=K I a) General Form 
" ijy ijy M~~)=CK . . · 
. JlY -·- lJY 
' (.lf4!r ::>'" rv-~i 
v!4l=s.. t u I v jv<4 >=-s lJZ lJY • • L = JlZ 1jy 
i+z 
Conditions 
e. = 0 e. = +1 A. = 0 lX 1y .. 1 
e. = 0 e. = 0 A. = 0 JX JY J 
Torsional Load = 0 
Flexural Load = 0 
c) Algebraic Form - I Constant 
4EI 
K .. = ___]L 
lJY L 
2EI 6EI 
CK .. = __;t_ s .. = __;t_ 
lJY L lJY L2 
M~~) = 0 (4) -M .. - K . . lJX lJY lJY 
M~~) = 0 (4) -M .. - CK .. 
JlY JlY lJY 
v~~) = s .. (4) . -v. . - - s .. lJZ lJY JlZ lJY 
b} Algebraic Form - I Variable 
L2J u 2 du 
EI 
K .. Y. 
lJY 
-J 1r:1 ~21:u -(J uvdu )2 EI y 
L2 J UV du 
EI 
CK . . = Y. 
lJY J u 2duf v 2du · -v uV du r EI • EI · EI y y y 
K .. + CK .. 
s .. = lJY, lJY, lJY L 
The limits of all integrals in this table are from i t o j 
unless noted otherwise. 
'---
1-4 
CA 
TABLE 2-7 
(5)_ (5)_ M .. -CK.. M .. -K .. 
-
~
,1Jr1y +~~1y ~ 
,.. ,'i-) 
(5)_ . ' (5)_ 
vijz-sjl u -1. L v j vjiz--sjiy 
!+z 
Conditions 
e. = o lX 
e. = o JX 
e. = o 1y 
e. = +1 
JY 
' 
A .= O 
1 
A.= O 
J -
Torsional Load = 0 
Flexural Load = 0 
c) Algebraic Form - I Constant 
4EI 
K - __y jiy - L 
2EI 6EI 
CK .. = _J_ sjiy = -J'-JIY L 
I 
CONDITION 5 
Angular Stiffness Factors 
a) General Form 
M~~) = 0 (5) -M.. - CK .. lJX lJY JlY 
= 0 M~?) = K .. M~?) JlX JlY JlY 
v~?) = s .. v~?) = - s .. lJZ JlY JlZ 
b) Algebraic Form - I Variable 
L21 v 2du 
EI 
K - y 
jiy -J u 2duf v 2du -(J uv du),2 EI EI · EI y y y 
L 2 r UV dll j · EI · · 
JlY 
CK - y 
jiy -J u 2duf v 2du -(J uv du)2 EI EI EI y y y 
K.. + CK .. 
s .. 
JIY 
JlY J1Y 
L = 
The limits of all integrals in this table are from i to j 
unless noted otherwise. -~ 
TABLE 2-8 
Beam 
(6L (6L M .. -S.. M .. -S .. 
- · lJY lJY , JlY JlY 
l4ir"*i1 ·~ · -=-- l'.) · +x 
V !6 )=T. I ti~ )=-T .. 
lJZ lJ] U .j.. I, V j JlZ JlZ 
.. :~z 
Conditions 
(}. = 0 (} = 0 A.= +1 lX iy 1 
(}. = 0. (}. = 0 A.= 0 JX JY J 
Torsional Load = O 
Flexural Load = 0 
I I I l 
I l 
I I 
Linear Stiffness Factors 
a) General Form 
M~~) = 0 lJX 
M~?) = 0 JlX 
(6) -v1. - T .. 
. JZ lJZ 
b) Algebraic Form - I Variable 
s .. lJY 
s .. 
JlY 
K .. + CK .. 
= 
lJY iJy 
. L 
= Kjiy + C~jiy 
L 
s.. + s .. 
T .. = T .. = lJY J1y L lJZ JlZ 
CONDITION 6 
(6) -M.. - S .. JlY lJY 
(6) -Mjiy - Sjiy 
v(6) 
jiz --~jiz 
(For K.. , K.. and CK.. , CK.. useTableE.2-6,-7) 1Jy JlY 1Jy JlY 
c) Algebraic Form - I Constant 
s .. lJY 
T .. lJZ 
= s .. 
JlY 
= T .. JlZ 
6EI 
= -.:-i-
L 
= 
12EI y_ 
L3 ..... C,TI 
I .. /·.)··· 
I 
. I 
. r 
I 
1 
n ~ /1 
',. // 1·,, 
H 
i~ 
'I 
rw. 
I) ; l J 
ii,{ 
TABLE 2-9 
Beam 
(7)_ 
M(7) S M .. --S .. 
.. =- . . JlY JlY 
~ lJY 
Aj?<+l[_ ~ ... 11~_ ~ - ~~ ~ ~~ 
\ ·1 r·~ . 
v~!>=;.;T .'-- v(?)=T .. 
. lJZfY iJZ JlZ JlZ 
'1 
t u •I• L v j 
i+z 
Conditions 
e. = 0 e. z: 0 A. = 0 lX 1y l 
e~ = 0 e. = 0 A. = +1 JX JY J 
Torsional Load = 0 
Flexural Load -= O 
Linear Stiffness Factors 
. a) General Form 
MF> = 0 lJX 
ME') = 0 
JlX 
vf!) =-T .. lJZ . lJZ 
CONDITION 7 
Mr7) = - S . 
---LJY . iJy 
. ME') = - S .. 
JlY JlY 
vC7) . jiz = T .. JlZ 
b) Algebraic Form - I Variable 
s .. 
lJY 
s .. 
JlY 
K.. + CK .. 
= 
lJY lJY 
L 
K.·. + CK .. 
= J1y JlY . 
L 
s .. + s .. 
T.. = T.. = lJ Jl L lJZ JlZ 
! 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
l 
(For K.. , K.. and CK.. , CK .. lJY JlY . lJY . JlY 
. .. I 
use Tables 2-6,;-7):[ 
I 
! c) Algebraic Form - I Constant 
S.. = S 6EI iJy .. = ~JlY 2 
T.. = T.. = lJZ JlZ 
L 
12EI y_ 
L3 
I 
l 
"..! 
I-' 
O') 
TABLE 2-lOa 
Beam 
M (8 )_FM p uz M(8 )_FM 
lJY lJY , 1· JlY Jl) ..- r u ! ~ ->1 . .. - .. 0 ~v ~ 
! - t (8)_ - (8)~ 
V .. -FV .. t j V .. -FV .. 
lJZ lJZ x ,.. L L-x j Jl JlZ 
-, 
!+z 
Conditions 
e. = 0 lX 
e. = 0 JX 
e. = 0 A. = 0 1y 1 
e. = 0 A . = 0 
JY J 
Torsional Load = 0 
Flexural Load = P 
·.;_ ; uz 
The limits of all integrals in this table are 
from i to j unless f!Oted otherwise. 
CONDITION 8a 
Fixed End Moments 
a) General Form 
M~~) = O 
lJX 
M~~) = FM . . 
lJY lJY 
M(~) = O (8) -M .. - FM .. iJX JlY JlY 
v~~) = FV .. v~~) = FV .. lJZ lJZ JlZ JlZ 
b~ebraic Form - I Variable 
FM. . = - K. . 7. . + CK .. 7 .. lJY lJY lJY JlY JlY 
FM.. = K .. 7.. - CK .. 7 .. JlY JlY JlY lJY 1Jy J BMyCL-x)dx 
BM = Bending moment 7 ijy L EI y y 
of simple ~earn ij due J BM x dx to loads 
- y 
7 'i - LEI JY y 
c) Algebraic Form - I Constant 
p 2 p 2 UV UV 
FM .. uz FM .. = uz :% -
L2 lJY JlY L2 
P v 2 (L+2u) 2 I P u (L+2v) I I-' 
FV .. uz FV .. uz l - - = - I -:i lJZ L3 JlZ L3 I 
! 
TABLE 2-lOb 
Beam 
(BL Quy (BL M .. -FM.~..._u t- v M .. -FM .. lJY lJJ1 ~ • • 1 JlY JlY: r: (\ ~ +X ~~ I ') --
V~~)=FV .. l !~~~)~FV .. 
lJZ lJZt L JlZ JlZ 
x .+- L-x =1 
! +Z 
Conditions 
e. = 0 e. = 0 A . = 0 lX 1y l 
e. = 0 e. = 0 A. = 0 JX JY J 
Torsional Load = 0 
Flexural Load = Q 
. . uy 
The limits of all integrals in this table are 
from i to j unless noted otherwise. 
CONDITION 8b 
Fixed End Moments 
a} General Form 
M~~) = O 
lJX 
M~~) = FM .. 
lJY lJY 
M(~) = 0 M{~) = FM .. 
JlX JlY JlY 
v~~> = FV .. v{~> = FV .. lJZ lJZ JlZ JlZ 
b} Algebraic Form ~ I Variable 
FM. . = - K. . T. . + CK.. T .. 
lJY lJY lJY JlY JlY 
FM.. = K .. T.. - CK .. T •. 
JlY JlY JlY lJY lJY 1 BMY(L-x)dx 
BM = bending moment T.. LEI y lJY y 
of simple beam ij due f BM X dx to loads 
- y 
T.. - LEI JlY y 
c} Algebraic Form :-: -I Constant 
- QUy V FM. . - 9 ( 3u - L) lJY L 
Q u 
FM.. = - u~ (3v - L) 
JlY L 
FV .. lJZ - - FV .. JlZ 
UV Q 
= 63~y 
L 
..... 
00 
TABLE 2-11 JOI~T,X - MOMENT EQUILIBRIUM EQUATION 
Algebraic_ Form: 
.+ e .CK. 
nx: llJX + AnSjnx: 
ei CK.. + fJ. EK. + el .. .cCKk. + A.ES. + EFM. - M. = 0 X lJX JX · JX 1UI. JX_ · J JX JX JX 
+ e CK . 
mx mJX 
Equivalents: 
- A S m-jmx 
EK. = K.. + K.kx + K. + K. . JX JlX J JmX Jnx 
EFM. = FM.. + FM.kx + FM. - + FM. 
. JX JlX J JmX JllX 
ES. "' S. - S. 
,;.JX Jmx JllX 
.... 
cc 
TABLE 2-12 JOINT Y - MOMENT EQUILIBRIUM EQUATION 
Algebraic Form: 
+ e CK. 
ny nJy + AiSjiy. 
e. CK.. + e. EK. + ek CKk. + A.ES. + EFM. - M. = 0 
1y lJY JY JY Y JY J JY JY JY 
+ e CK . 
my mJy - AkSjky 
Equivalents: 
EK. = K.. + K.k + K. + K. JY JlY J Y Jmy Jny ESjy = sjky - · sjiy 
EFM. 
JY 
FM.. + FM.k + FM. + FM. JlY . J y Jmy JilY 
[:\j 
0 
TABLE 2-13 
Algebraic· Form: 
- e s . 
nxnJx 
JOINT Z - FORCE EQUILIBRIUM EQUATIONS 
- AT. 
n· JITZ 
e. s.. + e. ES. + e. ES. + ek sk .. - A.T.. + A.ET. - AkT'k··. + EFV .. 1y lJY JY JY JX JX y JY 1 Jl~ J J J ~ . J.Z P. = O JZ 
+ e s . 
mx mJx 
Equivalents: 
ES. = S.k JY J y 
s .. JlY 
ES. = S. - S. JX JffiX JllX 
ETj = Tji:z + Tjk:z + Tmj:z + Tjn:z 
- A T. 
m JffiZ 
EFV. = FV.. + FV.k + FV. + FV. JZ JlZ J Z JffiZ JllZ 
I).;) 
..... 
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() .. = ()jkx = (). - (). ;: () . JlX JmX JilX JX 
() .. = e.k = (). = () . = (). (2-1) JlY J y Jmy Jny JY 
~iz = ~kz = ~mz = ~nz = ~z 
Thi s relationship explains why only two angular deformations and one 
linear deformation occur at a given joint. The joint equilibrium equa-
tions state (Fig. 2-3) that: "Sum of all end moment~.end forces and 
joint loads at a given joint with respect to a given axis is equal to zero . 11 
- M .. Mjkx M. M. + M . = 0 JlX JmX JnX JX 
- M .. M.k M . M. + M. = 0 (2 - 2) JIY J y Jmy Jny JY 
- v .. 
- v .k - v. - V. + P . = 0 JlZ J z JmZ JnZ JZ 
Thus there are as many equations of static equilibrium as joint defor-
mations . 
2-4. Deformation Matrix. 
• 
The joint equilibrium equations (Eq's ~ 2-2) may be expr essed in 
terms of elastic constants, and deformations (Tables 2-11, -12, -13) 
and written for each joint of the grid. The matrix thus obtained is 
called the stiffness matrix ; The solution of the joint equilibrium 
matrix gives the numerical values of O's and A's . The final moments 
are obtained by substituting these numerical values in the slope-
deflection equations (Tables 2-1, - 2). 
2-5. Procedure of Analysis. 
The procedure of analysis may be summarized in the following 
steps: 
(a) Designate all joints by symbols and introduce redundant 
, .• 
.. ,. , 
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slopes and deflections. 
(b) Record geometric values such as lengths of span. functions 
of croS$ sections, position coordinates of loads and material 
constants E and G . 
(c) Compute elastic constants: fixed end moments FM's , 
fixed end shears FV's , stiffness factors K's , CK's , S's , 
T's . 
(d) Write joint equilibrium equations for all joints. 
(e) Consider end conditions and eliminate unnecessary unknown 
G's and A's . 
(f) Invert the stiffness matrix for e•s and A's . 
(g) Compute the end moments and the end shears. 
(h) Check for the equilibrium at all joints. 
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CHAPTER III 
MOMENT AND SHEAR DISTRIBUTION METHOD 
3. 1. General. 
The moment and shear distribution method as a general method 
of numerical, successive approximation for analyzing planar frames 
with straight members has been developed by Cross (9). The exten-
sion of this method to the analysis of orthogonal, planar grids is dis-
cussed herein. In applying the moment and shear distribution method 
to this structure, six classes of constants must be considered: 
(a) load constants 
(b) X-angular constants 
(c) Y-angular constants 
(d) Z-linear constants 
(e) XZ-cross constants 
( f) YZ-cross constants 
These constants are derived from Tables 2-11, -12, -13 by means of 
special conditions. 
3-2. Load Constants. 
If all deformations in joint equations (Table 2-11, -12, -13) are 
assumed to be equal to zero, three load constants are obtained . 
) 
( 
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(a) Unbalance of X-moments at j 
1AM. JCW) = + EFM .. - M. 
· · · JX . JX JX (3- lx) 
(b) Unbalance of Y-moments at j 
I AM. ··1(W) = + EFM. - M .. JY .. JY JY (3- ly) 
(c) Unpalance of z-shears at j 
'
AV. l(W) = + EFV. - P .. · 
JZ JZ JZ (3-lz) 
Because these constants represent the unbalance at j • a corrective 
procedure., which will eliminate this unbalance, must be developed. 
3- 3. X.;. Angular· Constants. 
If the joint j is allowed to rotate about the X-axis (all other 
deformations are assumed equal to zero). the slope at j (Table 2-11) 
(}. = JX 
jAMjxl(W) 
EKj:x; (3-2x) 
and the end moments due to loads and this rotation become (Table 2-1). 
K .. 
1AM. l(W) M .. = ;..~ + FM .. JlX ·EK. JX , JlX JX 
K.k 
IAMjxl(W) M.kx = -~ + FMjkx 
·EK. J . JX 
K. I AMjxl(W) Mjmx - - JIDX + FM. EK ... JIDX JX 
(3-3x) 
K. 
f AMjxl(W) M .. .- -~ + .FM. JilX EK. JilX JX 
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CK .. 
1AM. l(W) M .. = - JlX + FM .. lJX EK. JX lJX JX 
CK.kx I AMjxl (W) Mk. = J + FMk. JX EK. JX JX 
CK. (3-4x) 
M = - JmX IAMjx\ (W) + FM mjx EK. mjx JX 
CK. 
IAMjxl(W) M = - JilX + FM njx EK. njx JX 
New constants introduced in Eq's. (3-3x, -4x) are defined below: 
(a) Moment Joint Stiffness EKjx is the joint moment required 
at j , to produce a unit rotation of that joint about the X-axis 
EK. = K.. + K.kx + K. + K. JX JlX J JmX JilX (3-5x) 
(b) Moment Distribution Factors 
D~~) 
K .. 
D~O) K. = -~ = JmX JlX EK. JmX EK. JX JX 
(3-6x) 
D(O) K.kx D~O) K. = -~ ;: -~ jkx EK. JilX EK. JX JX 
are the moments developed at near ends of members forming joint j 
by a unit moment unbalance about the X-axis at that joint. The sum of 
distribution factors 
ED~O) = 
JX 
D~~) + D~O) + D~O) + D~O) = + 1 
JlX JkX JmX JnX (3-7x) 
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(c) Moment Carry-Over Distribution Factor$ 
en(?> 
·CK .. 
c(?) n(?) = - JlX = JlX EK. JlX JlX JX 
cn<o) ·CK.kx cCO) nCO) 
-
- J = 
. I jkx EK. jkx jkx JX 
(3-8x) 
·CK. 
. CD~O) .. = _ JmX = . C~O) D~O) 
· ·. Jmx EKjx 3mx . Jmx 
CK. 
= - JilX -
.EKjx 
CD~O). 
Jnx 
are the moments. developed at the far ends of members forming the 
joint j by a unit moment unbalance about the X-axis at that joint. 
(d) Moment Carry-Over Factors 
. c(~) 
en~?> CK .. 
= 
JlX 
= 
JlX 
JlX n~?> K .. JlX JlX 
c(O) en~: CK.kx 
= D~~ = J "kx Kjkx .J 
(3- 9x) 
. (0) CD~O) CK . C. = JmX = JmX JmX D~O) K. 
Jmx JmX 
··C~O) 
CD~O) CKjnx 
= 
Jnx 
= JnX D~O) K. 
Jnx Jnx 
are the ratios of the moments developed at the far ends to their counter-
parts induced at the near ends .. For members of constant cross sec-
tion, the torsional carry-over factor 
= C~kO) = - 1 J X (3-lOx) 
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· and the flexural carry~over factor 
= c(O) = 
JllX (3-llx) 
3-4. Y --Angular Constants.· 
If the joint j is now allowed to rotate about the Y-axis, the 
slope at j becomes (Table 2-12) 
6. = 
JY 
1AM. l(W) JY 
EK.· 
JY 
(3-2y) 
and the end moments due to loads and this new rotation may be ob-
tained from Eq's .. (3-3x, -4x) by substituting y for x . New con-
stants thus obtained are identical to those in Eq's. (3-5x, -6x, -7x, 
-8x, -9x) if y is interchanged, for x . For members of constant 
cross section, the torsional carry-over factor 
= C~O) = - 1 Jny 
and the flexural carry-over factor 
c~~) = · c<0> = JlY jky 
3-5. Z.1::-Linear Constants. 
(3-lOy) 
(3-lly) 
If finally the joint j is free to displace vertically but locked 
against rotation .(Table 2-13), the deflection at j 
A. = 
J 
and the end shears due to loads and this deflection become 
(3-2z) 
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T .. 
lAVjzl (W) v .. = -~ ·+ FV .. 
· _ JlZ ET. JlZ J 
T.k 
jAvjzl·(W) v.k = -~ +· FV;k J z ET .. ' J z J (3-3z) 
• T. ·. I AVjzl.(W) + . v. = _ .· JmZ FV. Jmz ET. JmZ J 
T. I AVjzl(W) v. = --~ + FV. 
. JnZ ET. JnZ 
. J 
T .. I AVjzl (W) v .. = ~ + FV .. 
· lJZ ET. lJZ J 
vkjz ' -
Tjkz IAV. ,(W) + FVR. ET. JZ . JZ J (3-4z) 
V . = \mz j.o.v. j(Wl + FV . 
mJZ E JZ mJZ J ' -
T. I AV. l(W) + V = ~ FVnjz njz ET. JZ . 
J 
New constants introduced in Eq1s. (3-3z, -4z) are similar in sense to 
those defined 'by Eq's.· (3-5x, -6x~ -7x, -8x, -9x). 
(a) Shear Joint Stiffness E'l'. is the joint force required at j 
. . , JZ .· 
to produce a unit displacement of that joint in the Z-direction 
ET. = T.. + T .k + T. . + . T. J JlZ J Z . Jmz JnZ . (3-5z) 
(b) Shear Distribution Factors 
D~~) 
T .. 
D~A) T. 
= - ..J,!!.. = Jmz JlZ ET. JmZ ET. 
' J J (3-6z) _ .. 
D(A) 
T .. 
·o~A) T. 
= -~ = - --2.! jkz ET. "• JnZ . ET. J . J 
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are the end shears developed at the near ends of members forming 
joint j by a unit shear unbalance at that joint. The sum of shear 
distribution factors 
ED~A) = D~~) + D(A) + D~A) + D~A) = + 1 (3-7z) JZ JlZ jkz JmZ JnZ 
(c) Shear Carry-Over Distribution Factors 
CD~~) 
T .. T .. 
C~~) D~~) = ~ = ~ = Jl.Z ET. ET. JlZ Jl.Z J J 
CD~A) T.k Tk. c<A) D(A) = ~ = ~ = JkZ ET. ET. jkz jkz J J (3-8z) 
CD~A) 
T. T 
mjz c(A) D(A) 
= 
JmZ 
= = JmZ ET. ET. JmZ JmZ J J 
CD~A) 
T. T 
c~A) D~A) 
= ~ = ~ = JnZ ET. ET. JnZ JnZ 
J J 
are the shears developed at the far ends of members forming the joint 
j 
' 
by a unit shear unbalance at that joint. 
(d) Shear Carry-Over Factors 
G~~) 
CD~~) 
= 
JlZ 
= 
- 1 JlZ D~~) 
JlZ 
c(A) 
cD(A) 
= 
JkZ 
= - 1 jkz D(A) jkz 
(3-9z) 
c(A) 
cD(A) 
= 
JmZ 
= - 1 JmZ D(A) 
JmZ 
c~A) 
cD(A) 
= 
JnZ 
= - 1 JnZ D~A) 
JnZ 
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are the ratios of the end shears developed at the far ends to their 
counterparts induced at the near ends. These constants are equal to 
-1, regardless of the variation of the cross section. 
3-6. XZ-Cross Constants. 
New moments dewloped about the X-axis by means of Eq's. 
(3-3x, -4x) consist of two parts: 
(a) Initial fixed end moment FM 
(b) Correction moment DM or CDM . 
The correction moments introduce new unbalance of shears at j , 
'
AV. '(Ox) = - Smjx I AM I (W) - ESjx I AM. l(W) + snjx I AM I (W) 
JZ EK mx EK. JX EK nx 
mx JX nx 
which is the sum of the products of moment-shear carry-over factors 
and the joint moment unbalances. The moment-shear carry-over 
factors 
s . 
mJX 
EK 
mx 
(OA) ES .x C =-~ jjxz EK. JX 
(3- llx) 
are the shear unbalances at j due to a unit moment unbalance at m , 
j , and n , respectively. 
Similarly, new shears developed by means of Eq. (3-3z, -4z) 
consist of two parts: 
(c) Initial fixed end shear 
(d) Correction shear DV or CDV . 
The correction shears introduce new unbalance of moments about the 
X-axis at j , 
I AM. l(Az) =· +sjmx ,·Av l(W) - ESjx 'AV. l(W) - sjnx 'AV l(W) JX . ETm mz ET. JZ ET nz J n 
(3-12x) 
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which is the sum of products of shear-moment carry-over factors and 
the joint shear unbalances . The shear moment carry-over factors 
c(AO) = + sjmx 
mjzx ETm 
C~~O) = - ESjx 
JJZX ET. 
J 
· (AO) _ s.nx C --~ 
njzx ETn (3-13x) 
are the moment unbalances at j due to a unit shear unbalance at m , 
j , and n , respectively. 
3-7. YZ-Cross Constants. 
A similar situation arises about the Y-axis, where the shear un-
balance, 
IAv . l(OY) = +~ 1AM. j(W) -~ IAM. j(W) - skjy /AMky/(W) JZ EKiy 1y EKjy · JY EKky 
(3- lOy) 
the moment-shear carry-over factors YZ , 
c(OA) = + sijy 
ijyz EK. 1y 
(OA) ES. C = - __ll_ jjyz . EK . 
JY 
(3-1 ly) 
the moment unbalance 
1
AM. l(AZ) = -~ IAV. \(W) - 3_y jAv . l(W) +~ IAVk zl(W) 
JY ETi lZ ETj JZ ETk 
(3-12y) 
and the shear-moment carry-over factor ZY , 
(AO) S .i C = - ___EY_ ijzy ET . 
1 
(AO) ES . 
C = - ---1Y jjzy ET. 
J 
c(AO) = + sjk 
kjzy ETk (3-13y) 
3-8. Procedure of Analysis . 
The application of these constants in the analysis may be sum-
marized in the following steps: 
(a) Designate all joints by symbols and record geometric values 
and material constants. 
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(b) Compute elastic constants FM's , FV's , K's , CK's , S's , 
T's , EK's , ES's , ET's , D's , and C's 
(c) Prepare three distribution tables (X-moments, Y-moments, 
and Z-shears) with number of columns equal to number of 
end values required. 
(d) Record distribution factors, carry-over factors, fixed end 
moments and fixed end shears in the corresponding columns 
of each table . 
(e) Using the moment and shear distribution procedure, calcu-
late the resulting moments and shears at each end. 
( f) Check for the equilibrium of joints. 
It is important to note that: 
(1) Each distribution cycle consists of three distributions (about 
X-, Y-, Z-axis) at each joint, each type performed in a 
separate table. 
(2) Each in-table carry-over cycle consists of three independent 
transmissions from one end to the other end, each type per -
formed in a separate table. 
(3) Each between-tables carry-over cycle consists of t r ans -
missions from the moment table -x and - y to the shear table 
-z and vice versa . 
(4) Each joint unbalance consists of two parts: carried-over 
value s from the adjacent joints (in- table unbalance) and the 
sum of carried-over values from the same joint in other 
table or tables (between-tables unbalance). 
CHAPTER IV 
JOINT MOMENT AND SHEAR CARRY-OVER METHOD 
4-1. General. 
The application of the joint moment and shear carry-over method 
to the analysis of orthogonal, planar grids is discussed in this chapter. 
The historical background of this method was recorded by Tseng (10) 
and is not repeated here. 
4-2. Elastic Constants. 
Similarly as in the case of the moment and shear distribution 
method, the application of the joint moment and shear carry-over 
method requires calculation of elastic constants, by means of which 
the carry-over procedure is performed. In the derivation of the ana-
lytical expressions for these constants, the joint equations (Table 2-11, 
-12, -13) and new equivalents are utilized . 
The product of the joint rotation and the joint moment stiffness 
e. EK. = JM. JX JX JXX (4- lx) 
e. EK. = JM. 
JY JY JYY 
(4- ly) 
is defined as the joint moment required at j to produce a rotation ej 
when all other deformations are equal to zero. 
Similarly, the product of the joint deflection and the joint shear 
stiffness 
34 
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A. ET. = JV. J J JZZ (4-lz) 
is defined as the joint force required at j to produce a deflection A. , 
J 
when all other deformations are equal to zero. These joint equivalents 
are introduced at all joints of the grid. 
4- 3. X - Joint Constants. 
With new symbols 
r .. lJXX 
rk. JXX 
CK .. 
=-~ EK-:-lX 
CKk. 
= - JX 
EK 
xx 
s.. = 0 lJZX 
sk. JZX = 0 
s .. JJZX 
r . 
mJXX 
r . 
nJXX 
s . 
mJZX 
ES. 
= -~ ET. 
J 
CK . 
= _ mJX 
EK 
mx 
CK. 
= nJX 
- EKnx 
s. 
= + JIDX 
ETm 
s. 
= - J~ 
m. = EFM. + M. JXX JX JX 
(4-2x) 
(4-3x) 
( 4-4x) 
The X-joint equilibrium equation (Table 2-11) takes the carry-over 
form shown in Table 4-1. 
The joint constants r I s , s I s , and m I s have the following 
physical meaning: 
(a) The Starting Moment m. is the X-joint moment at j JXX 
due to loads, when the far joints are locked against rotation 
and deflection, and the near joint j is restrained against 
deflection. 
TABLE 4-1 
~ 
~ 
r:--i 
~ 
r:-1 
~ 
= 
= 
= 
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JOINT CARRY-OVER EQUATIONS 
r . JM 
mJxx mxx 
"' 
r . JM 
nJXX nxx 
r .. JM . m . 
lJXX lX/ JXX 
s . JV I IDJXZ mzz 
s .. JV . 
rk . JMkx JXX X 
~s. JV IlJZX nzz 
JJZX JZZ 
t . JM t.. JM . t . JM 
IDJXZ mxx . JJXZ JX/ IlJXZ nxx 
q . JV ~! __ q.JV IDJZZ mzz  ...- IlJZZ nzz 
q.. JV. ~ vjzz ----- qk. JVk 
lJZZ lZZ / 1 ~ JZZ ZZ 
\jyzJMiyy t.. JM. tkjyzJMkyy 
JJYZ JYY 
s .. JV . JJZY JZZ 
s .. JV. 
lJZY lZZ ~ I / 5 kjzyJV kzz 
r . . JM. 
lJYY 1yy / 
r . JM 
mJyy myy 
m . rk. JMk JYY JYY YY 
~ 
r . JM 
nJyy nyy 
TABLE 4-2x 
JMixx 
~ I'.... ~., I'...... ~ k 
Jl A " 
m 
n 
~ / , .. .,, ~k 7 1: 
JMmxx 
-X- - CARRY-OVER MOMENT FACTORS 
n 
i~ i ... ' ;(---- ~ 
m 
JMnxx 
~ 
i •~ UJa•:rb b ~ k ; . .'.f 
c,.:, 
-.J 
TABLE 4-3x ZX - CARRY-OVER SHEAR MOMENT FACTORS 
n 
~ r•• ~k 
JV = +li .· nzz 
"n 
i ~. ••J ,,.,, .. / .. • ~ k 
* . 7 
Guide 
n 
i 11 ;c >n> ~ k 
c..:, 
CX) 
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(b) The Carry-Over Moment Factor r.. (rk. , r . , r . ) lJXX JXX mJXX nJXX 
is the X-joint moment at j due to a unit X-joint moment at i 
(k, m, n) when all joints are restrained against deflection and 
the uninvolved joints are fixed. 
(c) The Carry-Over Shear-Moment Factor smjzx (sjjzx , snjxx) 
is the X-joint moment at j due to a unit Z-joint shear at 
m(j, n) when all other joints are restrained against deflection 
and all far ends are fixed. 
4-4. Y-Joint Constants. 
With similar symbols 
CK .. CK 
mjy r .. = 
-r r = lJYY mjyy EK my 1y 
( 4-2y) 
c~. CK njy 
rkjyy = JY r = EKky njyy EK ny 
s .. 
s .. = 
-H. s = 0 lJZY 1 mjzy 
skjzy = ~ s = 0 ( 4-3y) ETk njzy 
ES. 
s .. = - --D'.: 
JJZY ET. J 
m . = EFM. + M. (4-4y) 
JYY JY JY 
the joint Y-joint equilibrium equation (Table 2-12) takes the carry-over 
form shown in Table 4-1. The physical meaning of these constants is 
similar to those defined in the preceding article . 
TABLE 4-2y 
n 
4 -J,l ,({ ~IJ,J ;(/ ~k 
i 
n 
~ . C -··J.l ,, # . f.'t k 
i 
Y - CARRY-OVER MOMENT FACTORS 
'~ 
k •t 
~ 
0 
TABLE 4-3y 
I 
ZY - CARRY-OVER SHEAR MOMENT FACTORS 
n 
k 
Guide 
i k 
Guide 
n 
. ~ VA -- - ~ 1 Jr ~k 
~ 
.... 
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4-5. Z-J oint Constants. 
With similar symbols 
T T 
= ~ E1'jz qmjzz qnjzz = m n 
(4-2z) 
T .. Tk. 
qijzz = 
* 
qkjzz = E~: E 1 
ES. 
t .. = 
- Et(~ JJXZ JX 
s 
mjx s t = t = njx mjxz EK njxz EKnx mx 
s .. sk. 
t .. = ire- tk. = - E~;y lJYZ 1y JYZ (4-3z) 
ES. 
t .. = 
_ __JL 
JJYZ EK. JY 
v. = - EFV. + P. JZZ JZ JZ (4-4z) 
the Z-joint equilibrium equation (Table 2-13) takes the carry-over form 
shown in Table 4-1. The physical meaning of constants q's , t's , and 
v's is defined in the following paragraphs. 
(a) The Starting Shear v. is the Z-joint shear at j due to loads, JZZ 
when all joints are locked against rotation and the far joints 
are . restrained against deflection. 
(b) The Carry-Over Shear Factor qijzz (qkjzz , qmjzz , qnjzz) 
is the Z-joint shear at j , due to a unit Z-joint shear at 
i (k , m , n) , when all, j<?ints are locked against rotation and 
the uninvolved joints are restrained against deflection. 
TABLE 4-2z 
n 
Guide 
n 
r.( 
i k 
vGuide 
k 1 
i 
Z - CARRY-OVER SHEAR FACTORS 
r,, 
~ 
CA) 
TABLE 4-3z 
/ 
n 
~- IY. ~k J' Guide:-' . 
,,! 
XZ - CARRY-OVER MOMENT SHEAR FACTORS. 
rJMnxx=+! 
'"'· 
:& 
i ·j k 
" 
Guide::' 
....:_.,:.-
~ 
~ 
~ 
TABLE 4-4z 
n 
tmjyzl !ik 
4 jy'J 
• "" 'd , .. Gui e .. 
J.M = +1 
myy 
i 
YZ - CARRY-OVER MOMENT SHEAR FACTORS 
~ · Il'JY. - +1 
(
JM -
i 
j -K 
" 
Guide:: 
~ 
CJ1 
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(c) The Carry-Over Moment-Shear Factor t . {t.. , t . ) 
mJXZ JJXZ nJXZ 
is the Z-joint shear at :j , due to a unit X-joint moment at 
m(j, n) , when all other joints are locked against rotation and 
all far ends are restrained against deflection. 
(d) The Carry-Over Moment-Shear Factor t.. (t.. , tk. ) 
- lJYZ JJYZ JYZ 
is the Z-joint shear at j , due to a unit Y-joint moment at 
i(j, k) , when all other joints are locked against rotation and 
all far ends are restrained against deflection. 
4- 6. Procedure of Analysis. 
The application of these constants in the analysis may be sum-
marized in the following steps: 
(a) Designate all joints by symbols and record geometric values 
and material constants. 
(b) Compute elastic constants FM's , FV 's , K's , CK's , S's , 
T's , EK's , ES's , ET's , r's , q's , s's , and t's . 
(c) Prepare three carry-over tables (JM , JM , JV ) with 
xx yy zz 
number of columns corresponding to the number of values 
required (equal or less than number of joints). 
(d) Record all carry..,over factors, starting moments, and 
starting shears in the corresponding columns of each table. 
(e) Using the carry-over procedure, calculate the final joint 
moments and joint shears. 
(f) Substitute these final values in the slope deflection equations 
to obtain the final end moments and end shears. 
(g) Check for equilibrium of joints. 
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It is important to observe that: 
(1) Three tables are used and two types of carry-over procedure 
are applied 
(a) carry-over in-table (r's and q's) 
· (b) carry-over between-tables (s's and t's). 
(2) Each new starting value consists of two parts: 
(a) the sum of carried-over values from the adjacent joints 
(b) the sum of carried-over values from the same joints in 
other table or tables. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
5-1. Summary. 
The elastic constants of the major stiffness methods used in 
analyzing rectangular grids are derived, defined and physically inter-
preted. Their application is explained and a procedure of analysis is 
described. 
5- 2. Conclusions. 
(1) Three major stiffness methods are available for the analysis 
of rectangular grids: 
(a) slope deflection method 
(b) distribution method 
(c) carry-over method. 
(2) All three methods are based on the slope deflection equation:, . 
which relates the end statical vectors to the end deformation 
vectors through linear elastic constants called stiffness factors. 
(3) The stiffness factors are of three types: 
(a) angular (K's) 
(b) linear (T's') 
(c) mixed (S's) 
( 4) These factors are functions of each member, independent of 
loads and formation of structure. 
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(5) Governing equations of these methods are: 
· (a) joint deformation vector equations 
(b} joint balance vector equations 
(c) joint starting value vector equations. 
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(6) Each method requires a solution of a set of i'inear equations 
by a direct or a successive inversion. 
(7) If an electronic computer .(with a subroutine capable of 
inverting the given matrix} is available, the slope deflection 
method is preferred (Chapter II}. 
(8) If long hand computation must be carried on, the carry-over 
method is preferred (Chapter III}. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
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